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Ready for summer
Clear blue skies, sun overhead and countless 
places to visit. Summer calls for new 
experiences. Whatever the destination, the 
journey itself can be part of some unforgettable 
moments.

Simply equip the car with a multimedia holder 
for attaching a tablet and put a smile on 
children's faces while watching cartoons or 
playing games. Listening to the favourite music 
in the shade of the sun shades while sipping 
a perfectly chilled drink from the car's cooling 
box creates the right atmosphere for a truly 
extraordinary day. Likewise, the convenient 
installation of the bicycles in the rack will further 
enhance a carefree sports expedition.

Not only these products from the Škoda 
Genuine Accessories collection will turn 
travelling on hot summer days into a pleasant 
experience.



Cooling boxes

Thermo-electric cooling box – 20l  
000065400G

Having a properly chilled beverage on board at all times 
guarantees comfortable travel on hot summer days. Its 
performance cools the inserted food up to 18 °C cooler than  
the ambient temperature and it can even hold 2 litre bottles. 
In addition, thanks to the sturdy handle as well as adjustable 

  
 

shoulder strap, this generous 20-litre cooling box, 
guarantees comfortable and easy handling when carrying 
outside the car, for example when having a picnic in the 
countryside. External pockets offer practical storage space 
for cutlery and napkins, for example. In the car, the cooling

  
 

box is powered from a 12 V socket. However, it can also be 
connected to the 230 V AC mains. In this case, it is possible 
to set the ECO function, where it uses less energy, or switch 
to the MAX function, where it reaches its maximum cooling 
effect.

Thermo-electric cooling/warming box – 15l  
5L0065400

The 15-litre cooling box quickly and evenly cools food and 
drinks up to 20 °C below the outside temperature. The 65 °C  
warming function, on the other hand, allows to reheat or 
keep food warm for a long time. It is equipped with a fold-
down shelf for small food and wire holders for storing two 
1.5 to 2 litre bottles. The cooling box can be powered from 
the car's 12 V socket. 4



Coffee maker

Portable coffee maker 
000069641D

Irresistible aroma, rich creamy foam and exquisite taste. 
A cup of real espresso in just 2 minutes, with the portable 
coffee maker. Anytime, anywhere. Just park, shift into 
neutral or select parking mode and pull the handbrake. Pour 
water into the coffee maker, insert the coffee capsule and 
plug it into the car's 12 V socket with the integrated cable. 

  
 

When the car's engine is on it will provide the necessary 
power. The result is delicious coffee that stimulates the 
body and mind. All types of capsules compatible with 
Nespresso machines can be used to prepare it. In addition to 
the coffee maker and cup, the kit also includes a microfiber 
cloth and cleaning brush.

5



Sun shades

Sun shades

They provide pleasant shade and prevent the interior 
from heating up. The special structure of the sun shades 
effectively protects against the sun's harsh rays without 
significantly restricting the view from the car. They perfectly 
follow the shape of the windows, thus covering their entire 

 

surface. They provide a shade for children to sleep and 
prevent child seats from heating up when parked in the 
sun. In addition, they prevent insects from entering the car 
when the windows are rolled down.

Assembly video

6

Order numbers for the sun shades are listed on page 7.



Sun shades

Accessories Fabia / PJ Scala / NW1 Kamiq / NW4 Octavia / NX Karoq / NU Kodiaq / NS Enyaq / 5A Superb / 3V

Sun shade – tailgate - - - - - - - 3V5064361A

Sun shades – tailgate and boot side windows - 657064361 658064361 - 57A064361A 565064361A - 3V9064361A

Sun shades – rear side windows - 657064363 658064363 - 57A064363A 565064363A -
3V5064363A 

3V9064363A

Sun shade – panoramic sunroof 6VA064365 - - - - - 5LE064365 -



Entertainment Pack

Entertainment Pack

Although children may find even a short trip too long and 
boring, the Entertainment Pack may turn any journey 
into time filled with fun and laughter. Simply attach each 
of the two Smart Holder adapters between the headrest 
bars on the front seats (other than sports seats) and then 
snap the Smart Holder multimedia holder into the adapter.

Each child can then place their mobile phone or tablet into 
their holder and make the trip more enjoyable by watching 
cartoons or playing games, independently of the other 
sibling. As a result, the children do not distract the driver's 
attention, and the driver can fully focus on driving.

8The Entertainment Pack order number is listed on page 11.



Comfort Pack

Comfort Pack

The Comfort Pack is based on two Smart Holder adapters 
that make it possible to fit various combinations of other 
Smart Holders, depending on the situation. During working 
weeks, the hook can be used to hang a handbag or briefcase, 
while the hanger may be found useful for hanging a jacket to 
prevent it from getting wrinkled. On weekend family trips, 

the hook can be used to hang a backpack, and to please the
youngest member of the crew, the hanger can be replaced 
with the multimedia holder for the sake of fitting a tablet 
or mobile phone. The set also includes the door panel bin 
that will come in handy on any trip.

9Order numbers for the Comfort Pack are listed on page 11.



Smart Holders

Smart Holder – hanger

To prevent unwanted deformation of clothes, we carefully 
hang them on hangers in our wardrobes. It can be no 
different in a car. Hang a shirt, blouse, jacket or blazer on 
the hanger to prevent it from wrinkling. The specific shape 
of the hanger prevents even the finest shirt from slipping 
off, even when sport driving. High-quality stainless steel 
gives the hanger a premium look.

Smart Holder – hook

No more spilling of the handbag and shopping bag contents! 
The hook is another typical example of an accessory that 
makes everyday life more pleasant. Its sturdy design 
makes it possible to hang a handbag, bag or backpack of  
a maximum weight of 3 kg to prevent such items from 
tipping over and their contents from spilling. Moreover, 
there is no longer any risk of soiling the handbag, in contrast 
with when it is placed on the floor where it can easily pick 
up dirt brought in on shoes.

Smart Holder – adapter

The adapter is the starting point for fitting other Smart 
Holders. It is attached between the headrest bars on 
the front seats (other than sports seats). Thanks to an 
integrated joint, it is very easy to install. The adapter can 
then be fitted with the multimedia holder, the hanger or the 
hook, depending on the needs of the moment.

Smart Holder – multimedia holder

Placing a mobile phone or tablet into the multimedia 
holder can create optimum conditions for passengers 
for watching movies, playing games or surfing the 
internet. To set the ideal display position, the holder 
can be rotated continuously through 360° and tilted 
forwards, backwards and sideways by up to 30°. In 
some models the holder can also be installed into  
a folded rear-seat armrest.

10

The Smart Holders order numbers are listed on page 11.



Entertainment Pack, Comfort Pack, Smart Holders

Accessories Fabia / PJ Scala / NW1 Kamiq / NW4 Octavia / NX Karoq / NU Kodiaq / NS Enyaq / 5A Superb / 3V

Entertainment Pack 000061122K 000061122K 000061122K 000061122K 000061122K 000061122K 000061122K 000061122K

Comfort Pack 000061122E 000061122E 000061122E 000061122D 000061122D 000061122D 000061122D 000061122D

Smart Holder – adapter 3V0061128 3V0061128 3V0061128 3V0061128 3V0061128 3V0061128 3V0061128 3V0061128

Smart Holder – multimedia holder 3V0061129 3V0061129 3V0061129 3V0061129 3V0061129 3V0061129 3V0061129 3V0061129

Smart Holder – hanger 000061127F 000061127F 000061127F 3V0061127 3V0061127 3V0061127 3V0061127 3V0061127

Smart Holder – hook 3V0061126 3V0061126 3V0061126 3V0061126 3V0061126 3V0061126 3V0061126 3V0061126



Interior mats

Textile foot mats

The days when plastic foot mats (made of thermoplastic 
elastomer) effectively prevented melting snow on vehicle 
occupants' shoes from seeping into the floor are long gone. 
Now it's time to replace them with a sleeker version made 
of thick and durable black textile material. The mats are 
not only visually attractive, but also highly functional. Their 
unique shape allows them to perfectly fill the space under

occupants' feet, thus trapping all possible dirt. Besides 
that, the front mats are decorated with the name of the 
model concerned. Two options are available: Standard and 
Prestige, an exquisite line with increased weight-per-square-
metre textile edged with brushed leather or decorative 
stitching. Each set includes two front mats and two rear mats. 

Footrest "Lounge Step"

A set of two footrests can be used to make passengers’ 
travel experience even more comfortable. The footrests 
are placed directly onto the textile foot mats, creating 
comfortable support for the feet. As they also feature black 
textile on the surface, the footrests are a perfect match 
with the foot mats.

12
Order numbers for the textile foot mats and the footrest "Lounge Step" are listed on page 13.



Interior mats

Accessories Fabia / PJ Scala / NW1 Kamiq / NW4 Octavia / NX Karoq / NU Kodiaq / NS Enyaq / 5A Superb / 3V

Textile foot mats Standard (LHD) 6VB061404 657061404 658061404 5E4061404 57B061404 566061404 - 3V1061404B

Textile foot mats Standard (RHD) 6VC061404 657061404A 658061404A 5E8061404 57C061404 567061404 - 3V2061404B

Textile foot mats Standard – e-TEC (LHD) - - - 5E4061404A - - - -

Textile foot mats Standard – e-TEC (RHD) - - - 5E8061404A - - - -

Textile foot mats Standard for 3rd row of seats - - - - - 565061450 - -

Textile foot mats Prestige (LHD) - 657061270 658061270 5E4061270 57B061270 566061270 5LG061404 3V1061404

Textile foot mats Prestige (RHD) - 657061270A 658061270A 5E8061270 57C061270 567061270 5LG061404A 3V2061404

Textile foot mats Prestige – e-TEC (LHD) - - - 5E4061270B - - - -

Textile foot mats Prestige – e-TEC (RHD) - - - 5E8061270B - - - -

Textile foot mats Prestige – double nubuck (LHD) 6VB061270 - - 5E4061270A 57B061270B 566061270B 5LG061270 3V1061404A

Textile foot mats Prestige – double nubuck (RHD) 6VC061270 - - 5E8061270A 57C061270B 567061270B 5LG061270A 3V2061404A

Textile foot mats Prestige – double nubuck – e-TEC (LHD) - - - 5E4061270C - - - -

Textile foot mats Prestige – double nubuck – e-TEC (RHD) - - - 5E8061270C - - - -

Textile foot mats Prestige for 3rd row of seats – double nubuck - - - - - 565061450A - -

Textile foot mats Prestige – red lettering and stitching (LHD) - 657061270C 658061270C - - - - -

Textile foot mats Prestige – red lettering and stitching (RHD) - 657061270E 658061270E - - - - -

Textile foot mats Prestige – copper lettering and stitching (LHD) - 657061270B 658061270B - - - - -

Textile foot mats Prestige – copper lettering and stitching (RHD) - 657061270D 658061270D - - - - -

Footrest ''Lounge Step'' 000061141A 000061141A 000061141A 000061141A 000061141A 000061141A 000061141A 000061141A

LHD: for left-hand-drive vehicles RHD: for right-hand-drive vehicles e-TEC: for mild-hybrid-electric vehicles (mHEV)

13



Boot mats

Double-sided boot mat

Double-sided boot mats are designed for transporting dry 
and clean items in the boot. The top side is covered with  
a high-quality textile fabric. Even in summertime, situations 
may arise where it becomes necessary to transport wet or, 
for example, mud-stained items. In such case, simply flip 
the boot mat over, as the plastic reverse side effectively 
prevents dirt from soiling and seeping into the floor.

Double-sided boot mat – foldable

Combining practical advantages of two different boot mats, 
this product can also be spread over folded rear seats and 
over the loading edge of the car. This foldable double-sided 
boot mat is designed for transport of oversized items. When 
unfolded, its plastic surface prevents the seats from getting 
soiled and dirt from seeping into the floor, while the cover 
on the opposite side protects the bumper from scratches 

and prevents the clothes of people loading items into the 
boot from getting dirty. When folded, the top is fabric, and 
any dirt trapped on the product's plastic side is thus hidden 
from sight.

14
Order numbers for the double-sided boot mats are listed on page 15.



Boot mats

Accessories Fabia / PJ Scala / NW1 Kamiq / NW4 Octavia / NX Karoq / NU Kodiaq / NS Enyaq / 5A Superb / 3V

Double-sided boot mat 6VE061163 657061163 658061163

5E6061163 

5E7061163 

5E7061163A

57A061163 
57A061163A

565061163 
565061163A

5LG061163 

5LG061163A 

5LE061163

3V5061163 
3V9061163

Double-sided boot mat – foldable - 657061210 658061210

5E6061210 

5E7061210 

5E7061210A

57A061210 
57A061210A

565061210 
565061210A

5LG061210
3V5061210 
3V9061210 
3V9061210A

565061210A: without the loading edge cover



Mud flaps

Mud flaps

Designed to prevent water from splashing around while 
the vehicle runs through a puddle or when it is raining, 
trap swirling dust in off-road conditions and protect 
the body paint from gravel flying off the wheels. The 
mud flaps protect the underside, sides and rear of the 

vehicle from dirt in all kinds of weather. Their subtle design 
is in harmony with the body lines of each model. Perfectly 
copying the shape of the wheel well, the flaps do not affect 
the vehicle's aerodynamic properties.

16

Order numbers for the mud flaps are listed on page 18.



Umbrella

Umbrella

Coming in handy whenever the weather changes suddenly, 
this umbrella is available in the driver-side front-door storage 
compartment or under the front passenger seat. To prevent 
other passengers from getting soaked in rainy weather, it 
is advisable to place additional umbrellas permanently in 

the netting system provided in the luggage compartment. 
Prepared to withstands even strong wind gusts thanks to its 
robust yet lightweight metal design, this elegant automatic 
folding umbrella in black colour comes with a textile sleeve.

17

The umbrella order numbers are listed on page 18.



Mud flaps, Umbrella

Accessories Fabia / PJ Scala / NW1 Kamiq / NW4 Octavia / NX Karoq / NU Kodiaq / NS Enyaq / 5A Superb / 3V

Mud flaps – front 6VA075111 657075111 658075111 5E3075111
57A075111 
57A075111A

565075111A 5LG075111 3V0075111

Mud flaps – rear 6VE075101 657075101 658075101 5E3075101
57A075101 
57A075101A

565075101 
565075101A

5LG075101 3V0075101

Umbrella 000087600G 9B9 000087600G 9B9 000087600G 9B9 000087600G 9B9 000087600L 000087600G 9B9 000087600G 9B9 000087600G 9B9

57A075111: for Karoq with plastic wheel arches
57A075111A: for Karoq without plastic wheel arches

57A075101: for Karoq produced untill CW 08/2022
57A075101A: for Karoq FL produced from CW 09/2022

565075101A: for Kodiaq Sportline and Kodiaq RS



Roof racks

Roof racks

Roof racks are an essential element for the installation 
of a roof box or bicycle rack. Thanks to the carrier profile 
with the so-called T-track, they guarantee secure fixation 
of the load on the roof of the vehicle. They are easy to 
install and dismantle. Their aerodynamic shape eliminates 
air resistance and thus prevents unpleasant sound. They

are characterised by exceptional strength, load-bearing 
capacity, corrosion resistance and long service life, just like 
other Škoda transport systems. They are protected against 
theft by a lock.

Roof rack sack 

A double-chamber sack made of waterproof fabric protects 
the roof racks from damage during handling and storage. 
The racks are separated in the sack, which prevents them 
from rubbing against each other. Roof rack keys can be 
stored in the closable zipper pocket. For easy carrying, the 
sack is equipped with two sturdy handles.

Assembly video

19Order numbers for the roof racks and the roof rack sack are listed on page 20.



Roof racks, Roof rack sack, Roof boxes

Accessories Fabia / PJ Scala / NW1 Kamiq / NW4 Octavia / NX Karoq / NU Kodiaq / NS Enyaq / 5A Superb / 3V

Basic roof rack 6VE071126 657071126 - 5E6071126 - - 5LE071126 3V5071126

Transverse roof rack - - 658071151 5E7071151A 57A071151 565071151 5LG071151 3V9071151

Roof rack sack 000071156 000071156 000071156 000071156 000071156 000071156 000071156 000071156

Roof box 380l – silver 5L6071175 5L6071175 5L6071175 5L6071175 5L6071175 5L6071175 5L6071175 5L6071175

Roof box 380l – black 5L6071175A 5L6071175A 5L6071175A 5L6071175A 5L6071175A 5L6071175A 5L6071175A 5L6071175A

Roof box 400l – silver 3P0071200A 3P0071200A 3P0071200A 3P0071200A 3P0071200A 3P0071200A 3P0071200A 3P0071200A

Roof box 400l – black 3P0071200 3P0071200 3P0071200 3P0071200 3P0071200 3P0071200 3P0071200 3P0071200



Roof boxes

Roof boxes 

When travelling for summer sports, a trip or a holiday by 
the sea, the roof box is the ideal solution for transporting 
luggage and sports equipment for which there is no longer 
room in the boot. The exclusive design of the roof boxes 
perfectly matches the lines of current Škoda models. Their 
aerodynamic shape minimizes air resistance and associated 
driving noise. It also contributes to the car's driving stability 

 

and reduces vibrations even at high speeds. While also 
significantly eliminating the increase in fuel consumption. 
The maximum load capacity is 75 kg. Inserted items can be 
secured with fastening straps. The roof boxes have a central 
security lock that controls several locking points, against 
theft. The surface treatment including UV protection 
prevents ageing and visual degradation. Another advantage 

 

is their easy assembly and handling. This is further enhanced 
in the case of the 400-litre box by the possibility of opening 
the lid on both sides. The rear of the boxes is deliberately 
slanted to not obstruct the full opening of the 5th car door. 
The range consists of boxes with an internal volume of  
380 litres and 400 litres, in black or silver. 

Assembly video

21
Order numbers for the roof boxes are listed on page 20.



Roof bicycle racks

Roof bicycle racks 

Sunny days encourage cycling. Roof bicycle racks are 
designed to transport bicycles safely and reliably to the 
start of the cycle route. Mounting the bicycle in the rack, 
attaching it and then removing it is intuitive and quick. The 
bicycle frame is attached to the rack by means of a folding 
lever. Fixing straps are used to fix the rims to grooves, the 
length of the fixing straps can be adjusted according to the 

 

width of the specific wheel tyre. These effectively prevent 
unwanted wobbling or oscillation. The rack must be locked. 
This protects both the bicycle and the rack from theft. As  
a result, the empty rack is safe for the duration of the cycling 
tour and does not need to be stored in the boot of the 
car. There are two types of racks. The aluminium bicycle 
rack allows the transport of a maximum 20 kg bicycle with  

 

a round tube frame with a diameter of 22–80 mm, or with an 
oval tube frame with maximum dimensions of 80 × 100 mm.  
The stainless steel bicycle rack is designed to carry  
a maximum 17 kg bicycle with a round tube frame with  
a diameter of 22–70 mm or with an oval tube frame with 
maximum dimensions of 65 × 80 mm.

22Bicycle rack – aluminium  
000071128P

Bicycle rack – stainless steel  
000071128D



Towbar bicycle racks

Towbar bicycle racks 

The biggest advantage of this bicycle rack is the way the 
bicycles can be installed. Due to the position of the rack, 
the bicycles only need to be raised a few centimetres above 
the ground. This allows even a delicate woman to do so 
gracefully and effortlessly. Compared to roof bicycle racks, 
it has less impact on the aerodynamics of the car and can 
also be driven into low-profile areas such as underground 
garages and underpasses. The bicycles are attached to the 

 

rack using bicycle frame brackets and tie-down straps. 
Even when fully loaded, the folding function of the rack 
allows convenient access to the luggage compartment of 
the vehicle. With one key, lock both the rack to the towbar 
as well as the individual bicycles to the rack. The rack has 
a license plate holder, complete rear lights and a 13-pin 
electrical connection. The towbar rack for 2 bicycles is 
designed for bicycles with a maximum total weight of 36 kg 

 

with a round tube frame diameter of 22–70 mm. The 
towbar rack for 3 bicycles is designed for bicycles with  
a round tube frame with a diameter of 22–80 mm. The 
load capacity is specified in more detail in the assembly 
instructions. The bicycle rack arm can be folded down for 
easier carrying and space-saving storage.

23

Assembly video

Towbar rack for 3 bicycles  
000071105P

Towbar rack for 2 bicycles  
000071105F



Car care

Car care

A specially developed collection of car care enables 
professional car caring. It consists of original products for 
interior, exterior and wheel cleaning and care. The unique 
composition of active ingredients guarantees thorough and 

 

quick removal of dirt without effort, and without damaging 
the car body paint or other parts of the vehicle. All products 
have been subjected to laboratory testing, which has clearly 
demonstrated their premium quality and high efficiency.

24



Car care – interior

2-in-1 display cleaner 
000096311T

For perfect removal of dust, dirt and fingerprints from the 
car's infotainment display. Simply spray the cleaning fluid on 
the touchscreen and then wipe it with the microfibre cloth 
that is integrated onto the cleaner.

Refill pack – 2-in-1 display cleaner  
000096311AA

If the display cleaner is already empty, there is no need to 
throw it away and buy a new one. For refilling the cleaning 
fluid, there is a spare cartridge that allows up to 20 refills 
of a given cleaner. 

All in one – universal cleaner  
000096301C

The versatile cleaning spray consistently removes dirt, 
nicotine residue and stains from windows, seats, rubber 
and plastic parts. Thanks to its unique formula, it is gentle 
on particularly sensitive textiles such as Alcantara. It leaves 
a pleasant scent after application.

Dashboard care 
000096307D

Surface active agent which protects and restores interior 
plastic surfaces. The high-grade emulsion gives plastics  
a rich satin appearance and forms a protective film on them 
to prevent dust build-up.

25



Car care – exterior

Wheel rim cleaning gel 
000096304C

Quickly and thoroughly removes fly rust and brake dust 
even from hard-to-reach wheel creases. The gel can be used 
on both light alloy and steel wheels, which are protected by 
the gel against corrosion thanks to a special additive. The 
gel consistency prevents the product from quickly trickling 
down the wheels.

Car care kit – summer  
000096356B

A practical set of products for comprehensive car care in 
summer. The basis is a screen wash additive for a clear, 
streak-free and glare-free view from the car. To combat 
insect residues, the kit includes an insect remover with 
sponge. The products are complemented by a wheel rim 
cleaning gel. 

Washing & waxing shampoo  
000096315C

Multifunctional cleaner for manual washing of the car body. 
In addition to cleaning, degreasing and polishing, it also 
leaves a protective wax layer on the car surface. The result 
is a perfectly clean and shiny car.

Insect remover 
000096300C

Highly effective insect, pollen and bird droppings remover 
from windows, rear view mirrors and headlights as well 
as from car body, plastic and chrome parts. It works very 
quickly without the risk of damaging paintwork. The 
product has very good adhesion even on inclined surfaces.

26



Paint repair

Spray paints and touch-up pencils

There are many causes of scratches on a car, but there is 
only one effective solution to remove them. With the help 
of a spray paint or touch-up pencil, it is possible to restore 
the car's flawless appearance quickly and easily. This is not 
just an aesthetic issue, but also a purely practical measure 
to prevent rust and oxidation. The touch-up pencil is ideal

for removing hairline scratches. For retouching larger 
scratches, it is advisable to use spray paint. For a perfect 
result, in addition to the cover coat, the set also includes 
a transparent coat, which restores the repaired area to its 
original shine. The correct application procedure is indicated 
on the product packaging. The collection of spray paints

and touch-up pencils reflects the needs of owners of new 
and older Škoda models and therefore includes correction 
products for more than 50 shades of colours. The car's 
VIN code can be used to identify the specific paint colour.

27



Paint repair

Colour name Colour code Spray paint Touch-up pencil

Candy White F9E/9P9P 3T0050200  F9E 3T0050300  F9E

Laser White F9F/J3J3 3T0050200A F9F 3T0050300A F9F

Moon White metallic S9R/2Y2Y 3T0050200A S9R 3T0050300A S9R

Arctic Silver metallic F7B/H6H6 000050200A F7B 000050300A F7B

Diamond Silver metallic F7T/1B1B HFB381037 HFB380037

Brilliant Silver metallic A7W/8E8E HFB381090 HFB380090

Tungsten Silver metallic B7W/K5K5 - 000050300A B7W

Sahara Beige metallic F8F/Q2Q2 HFB381072 HFB380072

Cappuccino Beige metallic F8H/4K4K HFB381086 HFB380086

Sunflower Yellow B1B/T1T1 - 3T0050300  B1B

Sprint Yellow F1F/F2F2 3T0050200  F1F -

Phoenix Orange metallic A2Z/2X2X 000050200A A2Z 000050300A A2Z

Amethyst Purple metallic F4U/3X3X - 000050300A F4U

Rallye Red F3E/H9H9 3T0050200  F3E 3T0050300  F3E

Corrida Red F3K/8T8T HFA381074 HFA380074

Tornado Red Y3D/G2G2 3T0050200  Y3D 3T0050300  Y3D

Velvet Red metallic F3P/K1K1 000050200A F3P 000050300A F3P

Flamenco Red metallic F3W/2L2L HFB381078 HFB380078

Rio Red metallic F3L/6X6X - 3T0050300A F3L

Rosso Brunello metallic F3X/X7X7 HFB381093 HFB380093

Colour name Colour code Spray paint Touch-up pencil

Mato Brown metallic F8N/1M1M - 000050300A F8N

Topaz Brown metallic F8Z/4L4L 3T0050200A F8Z 3T0050300A F8Z

Maple Brown metallic H8Z/4Q4Q 000050200A H8Z 000050300A H8Z

Magnetic Brown metallic F8V/0J0J 3T0050200A F8V 3T0050300A F8V

Crystal Black metallic F9X/6J6J 000050200A F9X 000050300A F9X

Magic Black metallic F9R/1Z1Z HFB381034 HFB380034

Deep Black metallic C9X/2T2T - 3T0050300A C9X

Platin Grey metallic F8L/2G2G - HFB380092

Stone Grey metallic F7U/F7F7 HFB381064 HFB380064

Steel Grey F7A/M3M3 3T0050200  F7A 3T0050300  F7A

Business Grey metallic F7M/2C2C 000050200A F7M 000050300A F7M

Quartz Grey metallic F7Y/F6F6 3T0050200A F7Y 3T0050300A F7Y

Anthracite Grey metallic F8J/9J9J HFB381087 HFB380087

Graphite Grey metallic F7V/U9U9 HFB381077 HFB380077

Graphite Grey metallic II F7C/5X5X 000050200A F7C* 000050300A F7C*

Satin Grey metallic F5X/5T5T HFB381083 HFB380083

Titan Blue metallic G5W/9F9F - 000050300A G5W

Denim Blue metallic Q5X/G0G0 3T0050200A Q5X 3T0050300A Q5X

Aqua Blue metallic F8K/3U3U - HFB380094

Miami Blue metallic F5T/C4C4 - 000050300A F5T

* Only for vehicles produced in 2021 and later. 28



Colour name Colour code Spray paint Touch-up pencil

Laser Blue F5M/W2W2 - HFA380075

Race Blue metallic F5W/8X8X HFB381084 HFB380084

Energy Blue V5F/K4K4 000050200  V5F 000050300  V5F

Dynamic Blue F5K/6D6D 3T0050200  F5K 3T0050300  F5K

Lava Blue metallic W5Q/0F0F 3T0050200A W5Q 3T0050300A W5Q

Storm Blue metallic F5Q/8D8D HFB381081 HFB380081

Deep Sea Blue metallic F5U/D7D7 HFB381036 -

Pacific Blue F5A/Z5Z5 3T0050200  F5A 3T0050300  F5A

Arctic Green metallic F7W/8B8B HFB381095 HFB380095

Malachite Green metallic F6Q/0G0G - 3T0050300A F6Q

Emerald Green metallic G6Y/2A2A - 000050300A G6Y

Jungle Green metallic F6X/L2L2 - 3T0050300A F6X

Mamba Green G6E/I3I3 000050200  G6E 000050300  G6E

Kiwi Green G6D/A6A6 000050200  G6D 000050300  G6D

Rallye Green metallic F6Z/P7P7 - 000050300A F6Z

Amazonian Green metallic F6N/7R7R - HFB380089

Paint repair



Image disclaimer

The images presented in this catalogue (brochure) are used for illustrative purposes only 
and are not intended to form part of any contract or warranty. They display pre-series 
cars and certain illustrations, features, parts, and equipment may differ from the actual 
production cars and from country to country.

Assembly videos

Follow the video manuals 
to install Škoda Genuine 
Accessories on the car 
correctly.

Škoda Auto a.s. 
June 2023

For internal use only. 
Škoda Auto reserves the right to make changes at any time.
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